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To compete in business competition, each manufacture must be able to 

fulfill the consument demand precisely, While considering its lack of 

resource in terms of the amount of machine and the capacity of 

machine in processing each job. Scheduling is needed to assure the 

efficiency of the resource. Flexible job shop is a branch of scheduling 

which is the extension of Job Shop, it allows an operation to be 

processed by a set of machine instead of one machine. This research 

will develop the model of Flexible Job Shop Scheduling with multiple 

objective function, that is makespan and tardiness. This research is also 

considering the batch process, which allow some machine to have 

multiple capacity so it can process more than one job simultaneously. 
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Introduction:- 
Business competition and consumer demand require each manufacture to complete each job as soon as possible. 

However, it is not easy because there is limitation in terms of the amount of machine or machine's ability which can 

only process some jobs in a interval of time. Considering this problem, shceduling plays a key role in using the 

resource economically, and gaining the profit abudantly.  

 

Job Shop Scheduling Problem (JSSP) is a branch of scheduling, which allocate   machine to    operation of each 

job. While each operation must be processed sequentially. Flexible Job Shop Scheduling Problem (FJSSP) is the 

generalization of Job Shop which enable each job to be processed by a set of machine instead of one machine as in 

classical job shop. If     is a set of machine which can process the operation, in classical job shop      is a one 

member set while in flexible job shop     may have more than one member. It makes FJSSP more difficult than 

JSSP becausse it is not just about sequencing the operation but also assigning every machine to each operation.  

 

Usually the objective function of FJSSP is minimizing the makespan, but in reality the properness of scheduling 

involves more than one criteria. Each of criteria may conflict one to each other. Thus, a Multiobjective Scheduling is 

more appopriate.  

 

Some former research had discussed FJSSP. Hongbo Liu (2009) discussed FJSSP which the objective function is to 

minimize makespan and flowtime, but it does not involve tardiness in the job processing and the and the release time 

of job. Next Andy Ham (2016) discussed FJSSP wherein there are some machine which can deal with multiple job 

in a time interval, but it's only use one criteria, makespan. This research will develop Multi Objective Flexible Job 

Shop Scheduling Problem MOFJSSP model which the objective function is minimizing makespan and tardiness. It 

will also include a batch processing, that is doing multiple job in a time interval.   
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Method:- 
Job Shop:- 

Job Shop Scheduling Problem (JSSP) can be described as follows, suppose that there are amount of o machines 

             , amount of n jobs               with    operation,                
. . Each machine will 

process each operation with processing time    .     is set of machine which can process    , the completion time 

for operation is    , the completion can be provided by summing the processing time with the starting time     

       . The goal of JSSP is to arrange every operation in such away that it's maximum completion  time (      

will be minimized, there are some rules in JSSP, that is 

1. Each machine can only process one operation at a time. 

2. Each operation must be finished in order to continue to another operation, in other word there is no delay. 

3. Each operation can be processed once on exactly one machine. 

4. There is only one capable machine  which can processed an operation. 

5. Each operation in a job can not be processed simultaneously. 

6. Each first operation in a job can be processed after release time     . 

7. Each starting time, processing time, due time has been known certainly (deterministic). 

 

The gantt chart of feasible solution of JSSP can be seen in Fig 1. 

 

Flexible Job Shop:- 

Flexible Job Shop Scheduling Problem is a generalized form of Job Shop which enable every operation to be 

processed by more than one machine. An operation may have a various completion time if it is processed by a 

diffrent machine, in FJSSP, assumption (3) can be ignored, because some operation can be processed by several 

capable machine. Flexible Job Shop mainly have two sub-problem, routing, which is assign each machine to an 

operation,  sequencing, which is arrange each operation properly. Yunus Demir (2013) divided the model of flexible 

job shop in 3 type based on definition binary variable, that is,  

1. Sequence-position variable, it involves variable         if      is assigned to     machine and     position, 

       , otherwise. 

2. Precedence variable, it depends on variable           if      precedes      on     machine and zero for 

otherwise 

3. Time-indexed variable, it involves         ,  if      is processed on      machine in period   . 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 1:- Gantt Chart for Job Shop with two jobs, two operation, two machines 

 

 

Batch Process:- 

Considering a machine which can process multiple job simultaneously. The processing time for each operation in a 

batch may not be the same and the completion time of the batch is determined by the operation which have the 

longest completion time. Assumption (5) will be ignored. In this problem there are some machine which can 

processed more than one job simultaneously, which is depend on the capacity of the machine. Suppose that   denote 

the maximum amount of operation which can be inserted into the batch (machine capacity). If    , then the 
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problem will not be taken into account, while if  =inf then the minimization of the makespan will be trivial. Thus, 

    then          .  

 

Result:- 
Parameter:- 

  : index of job,            

j : index of operation,            

  : index of machine,           

  : index of batch,           

    : due date of job    
    : lateness of job    
    : tardiness of job   
    : capacity of machine    

     : processing time of the     machine in batch    

     : the     operation in job    

      : processing time of the     operation of job   which is processed by machine    

     : starting time of the     machine in batch    

     : completion time of the     machine in batch    

    : release time of job    
    : completion time of job   
   : big positive number   

 

Binary Variable:- 

      {
                                               

           
  

 

 

     {
                                       

           
  

 

 

     {
                                   

           
  

 

 

Constarints:- 

Assignment Constraint:- 

Equation (1) ensures each job must be processed by exactly one machine, equation (2) ensure that each job must be 

assigned to one batch, equation (3) shows relation between the capable machine for each job and the choosen 

machine, equation (4) ensures that the amount operation in a batch will not exceed the capacity of the machine. 

 

∑    

 

   

                                                                                                                                                  

 

∑     

 

   

                                                                                                                                           

 

                                                                                                                                                        

 

∑∑     
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Sequencing Constraints:- 

Equation (5) shows the processing of a job can not be started before release time, Equation (6) ensures the 

precedence relation between each operation in a job. 

 

                                                                                                                                                                

 

            ∑∑     

 

   

 

   

                                                                                                                   

 

Batch Constraints:- 

Equation (22) ensures the precedence relation of the batch processing in the same machine 

            ∑∑     

 

   

 

   

                                                                                                                

 

Starting Time and Completion Time Constraints:- 

Equation (8) ensures that the processing of batch can be started  when each operation in a batch are ready to be 

processed, equation (9) defines the processing time of the batch, that is the longest processing time of each operation 

in the batch. 

 

         (       )                                                                                                                      

 

                                                                                                                                                     

 

Completion time and Lateness Constraints:- 

equation (10) defines the completion time for the batch, equation (11) defines the lateness in processing each job, 

equation (12) specifies the completion time of job, that is the completion time of the last operation in a job.  

 

                                                                                                                                                   

 

                                                                                                                                                           

 

      ∑∑     

 

   

 

   

                                                                                                                         

 

Non-negative Constraint:- 

 

                                                                                                                                          

 

Objective Function:- 

                 
     

{   
     

    }                                                                                                 

           ∑   {    }

 

   

                                                                                                              

 

Equation (13) defines the makespan, that is the completion time of the last operation. Equation (14) defines the total 

tardiness, which is lateness with positive value. 

 

Conclusion:- 
The model of Flexible Job Shop with batch process use the same binary variable with flexible job shop, that is 

sequence position variable. The diffrences is in batch process there can be more than one operation which can be 
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assigned to one machine and one position simultaneously. While in flexible job shop, there is only operation for one 

machine and position. The definition of processing time and starting time also diffrent. 
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